
Monetary policy in a prolonged period 
of low interest rates – a discussion of the 
concept of the reversal rate

Since the financial and sovereign debt crisis, interest rates in the euro area have been at a low, 

sometimes even negative, level. This prolonged phase of low interest rates raises a question for 

monetary policymakers: could the effect of expansionary monetary policy measures on banks’ 

lending reverse itself? The interest rate level at which such a reversal occurs is referred to in the 

literature on the subject as the “reversal rate”. To hit a reversal rate, two conditions have to be 

met. First, the expansionary monetary policy measures must constrain the profitability and thus 

also the capital ratios of banks. Second, squeezed capital ratios must manifest themselves in 

reduced lending. If both conditions are satisfied, banks could respond to expansionary monetary 

policy measures by curtailing their lending.

During the period of low interest rates, expansionary monetary policy measures contributed to 

reducing the interest rate level in the euro area still further. Empirical studies show that a falling 

interest rate level depresses the net interest margin and thereby the profitability of banks above 

all when interest rates are already low. This kind of negative effect exerted on net interest mar-

gins by expansionary monetary policy measures can be offset by opposing effects, however. Fall-

ing interest rates tend to bolster macroeconomic developments, bringing down credit default 

risks and stimulating credit demand. While the negative effect on the net interest margin increases 

over time, this is unlikely to be the case for the positive effects. This is why the longer interest rates 

stay low, the greater the probability that expansionary monetary policy measures will exert a 

negative overall effect on the profitability and thus the capital ratios of banks. The first condition 

for the existence of a reversal rate is therefore more likely to be met the longer the period of low 

interest rates lasts.

The key factors for the second reversal rate condition are the banks’ capital ratios and the regu-

latory capital requirements that they have to fulfil: if banks have capital ratios well in excess of 

the regulatory requirements, it is unlikely that a fall in those capital ratios will lead to a contrac-

tion in lending. This is because banks are most likely to respond to reduced capital ratios by cut-

ting back on lending when they are operating with ratios only just over the requirements. In a 

banking system where the capital ratios of many banks lie barely above what is required by regu-

lators, hitting the reversal rate is thus a possibility.

The reversal rate is unobservable and time- varying. It is therefore not possible to precisely quan-

tify the reversal rate for the present situation. Nevertheless there exist indicators which allow us 

to assess whether the reversal rate has been encountered in the past. In particular, the evolution 

in the headroom between banks’ capital ratios and regulatory requirements is of pivotal import-

ance in this regard. Developments in this gap and additional indicators show no signs so far that 

the reversal rate has been reached before, in Germany or the euro area.
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Introduction

In view of the financial and sovereign debt cri-

sis and the very low rates of inflation in the 

euro area, the Governing Council of the Euro-

pean Central Bank (ECB) made multiple cuts to 

its policy rates in the years from 2009 to 2019. 

In June 2014, the deposit facility rate in the Euro-

system entered negative territory for the first 

time. Alongside this, the ECB Governing Coun-

cil implemented additional monetary policy 

measures which contributed to a low general 

level of interest rates in the euro area. These in-

clude the various asset purchase programmes, 

such as the expanded asset purchase pro-

gramme (APP) and the pandemic emergency 

purchase programme (PEPP) as well as the 

three series of targeted longer- term refinancing 

operations (TLTROs). The excess liquidity gener-

ated by these measures was a key driver behind 

money market rates following the interest rate 

on the deposit facility deep into negative terri-

tory. The APP also contributed to the lowering 

of long- term capital market yields and thus had 

a flattening effect on the yield curve.1

With interest rates sinking further and further 

and the period of low interest rates persisting 

for longer and longer, the question arose as to 

whether such a setting could, in fact, see the 

effect of monetary policy on banks’ lending 

abating or even reversing. Based on the idea 

that the effect could end up working in the op-

posite direction, the term reversal rate was 

coined in the literature. It describes the interest 

rate level below which further monetary policy 

easing ceases to stimulate bank lending and in-

stead constrains it. This article centres around 

explaining the concept of the reversal rate.

Monetary policy’s influence on the general 

level of interest rates tends to depend on the 

set of instruments involved: very short matur-

ities (particularly money market rates) are influ-

Very low interest 
rates in the euro 
area since the 
financial crisis

Reversal rate: 
interest rate 
level at which 
the effect of 
monetary policy 
reverses

Monetary policy 
influences inter-
est rate level 
across all 
maturities 

Selected interest rates in the euro area

1 May 2010:  securities  markets  programme announced.  2 June 2011:  longer-term refinancing operations  announced.  3 July  2012: 
outright monetary transactions announced. 4 July 2013: start of forward guidance. 5 June 2014: first series of targeted longer-term re-
financing operations announced. 6 January 2015: expanded asset purchase programme announced. 7 March 2016: second series of 
targeted longer-term refinancing operations plus corporate sector purchase programme announced. 8 March 2019: third series of tar-
geted longer-term refinancing operations announced. 9 Start of coronavirus crisis and extensive monetary policy measures in response. 
10 Monthly averages.
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enced by the conventional interest rate policy, 

medium- term maturities by forward guidance 

and long- term maturities by the asset purchase 

programmes.2 But a host of other factors 

alongside monetary policy also have an impact 

on the long- term interest rate of an economy. 

Examples of other determinants include house-

holds’ propensity to consume or save, enter-

prises’ propensity to invest and the propensity 

of economic agents to assume risks or to con-

vert assets into liquidity without complica-

tions.3

The fear that monetary policy could hit the re-

versal rate was kindled by findings in the empir-

ical literature suggesting that a very low, pos-

sibly negative, interest rate level tends to have 

a detrimental impact on banks’ profitability:4 

taken by itself, a period of low interest rates de-

presses banks’ net interest margin5 and thereby 

their net interest income (the difference be-

tween interest income and interest expend-

iture) as bank interest rates decline more 

sharply on the income side than on the ex-

penditure side. This is because banks tend to 

be reluctant to apply negative interest rates to 

customers’ deposits. Where the interest rate 

level is very low and the period of low interest 

rates persists for longer and longer, there 

comes a point as of which deposit rates all but 

cease to be adjusted while lending rates con-

tinue to fall. The theoretical literature, too, 

shows that a key element increasing the prob-

ability of a reversal rate scenario is the fact that 

banks’ funding costs decrease less than the in-

come side.6

If banks are unable to compensate for the de-

cline in their net interest margin through other 

revenue or cost components and/ or higher 

lending, their profits decrease, ceteris paribus. 

This, in turn, makes it harder for banks to build 

up capital through retained earnings.7 The em-

pirical literature shows that the longer the 

period of low interest rates lasts, the more net 

interest margins are squeezed.8 If the period of 

low interest rates persists over a long time, 

banks thus need to make greater and greater 

adjustments to their business strategy if they 

wish to offset the influence of the decreasing 

net interest margin on their profitability.

A bank’s capital ratio – its capital9 as a percent-

age of (risk- weighted) assets – is one of the 

factors determining its lending behaviour. One 

reason is because a change in the capital ratio 

will have an impact on the bank’s funding 

costs. Empirical studies suggest that a lower 

capital ratio is associated with lower funding 

costs.10 Funding costs, for their part, are a cen-

tral component of the lending rate.11 Another 

reason is that banks have to comply with regu-

latory minimum capital requirements. Falling 

short of these requirements triggers supervisory 

intervention. If a bank is operating with a cap-

ital ratio in close proximity to the regulatory 

minimum, then it may curtail its lending to pre-

vent an undershooting of the requirement. 

There are studies based on bank- level data 

which show that it is primarily banks with low 

excess capital buffers – i.e. the difference be-

tween the actual capital ratio and the capital 

ratio required for regulatory purposes – that 

scale back lending.12

Banks reducing their lending in a period of low 

interest rates because they are capital- 

constrained does not necessarily mean that the 

reversal rate has been reached, however. The 

Upshot of 
empirical 
literature : net 
interest margin 
declines when 
the interest rate 
level is very low

If banks do not 
compensate for 
the decline in 
their net interest 
margin, their 
profits fall, 
ceteris  paribus

Banks operating 
close to the 
regulatory min-
imum capital 
requirement will 
be inclined to 
curtail lending

2 See Altavilla et al. (2019) and Geiger and Schupp (2018).
3 See Deutsche Bundesbank (2017).
4 See Altavilla et al. (2018), Borio et al. (2017), Claessens et 
al. (2018) and Klein (2020).
5 The net interest margin is calculated as: (interest rate on 
assets * interest- bearing assets – interest rate on liabilities * 
interest- bearing liabilities) / interest- bearing assets.
6 See, inter alia, Brunnermeier and Koby (2019) and Re-
pullo (2020).
7 Banks improve their capital ratios primarily through re-
tained earnings. See, inter alia, Couaillier (2021) and De 
Jonghe et al. (2020).
8 See Altavilla et al. (2018) and Claessens et al. (2018).
9 In the regulatory context, the term “own funds” would 
be more precise than the term “capital”. For simplicity’s 
sake, however, this article uses the more commonplace 
“capital” throughout.
10 See Birn et al. (2020) and Miles et al. (2012).
11 See Illes et al. (2015).
12 See Imbierowicz et al. (2020); Bank for International 
Settlements (2021), pp. 31-33; Berrospide et al. (2021) and 
European Central Bank (2021), pp. 106-114.
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academic literature only refers to this if the cur-

tailment of lending can be attributed to the ex-

pansionary monetary policy stance. This means 

two conditions must be satisfied before we can 

say that a reversal rate scenario has occurred 

(see the chart above):

– the expansionary monetary policy stance 

weighs on profitability and thus banks’ cap-

ital endowment and …

– …  the erosion of the capital endowment 

causes banks to reduce their lending.

Looking at the two necessary conditions, this 

article discusses the concept of a reversal rate 

in the light of the existing theoretical and em-

pirical literature and explores the monetary pol-

icy implications.

Discussion of the conditions 
required for the existence of 
a reversal rate

Monetary policy and banks’ 
capital endowment

The economic literature shows that monetary 

policy measures influence banks’ capital en-

dowment and thus potentially their lending 

choices by acting on the institutions’ profitabil-

ity.13 This monetary policy transmission channel 

has grown in significance during the prolonged 

period of low interest rates in the large cur-

rency areas. According to results found in the 

empirical literature, the relationship between 

the interest rate level and banks’ net interest 

margin depends on how high the interest level 

is. Especially when the interest rate level is low, 

the empirical literature finds that a further re-

duction in that level leads to a decreasing net 

interest margin.14 This positive relationship be-

tween the interest rate level and the net inter-

est margin also becomes stronger if the interest 

rate level falls still further,15 for it is particularly 

when interest rates are low that income on the 

assets side of the bank’s balance sheet will re-

spond more sharply to the change in the inter-

est rate level than the costs on the liabilities 

side.16 This response of varying intensity is also 

extremely important in the highly regarded the-

Reversal rate 
scenario: expan-
sionary monet-
ary policy meas-
ures responsible 
for curtailment 
of bank lending

Reduction in net 
interest margin 
amplified in 
periods of low 
interest rates 
when interest 
rate level sinks 
further

Reversal rate channel

Deutsche Bundesbank

No reversal
rate scenario

Overall effect of monetary policy
on banks' profitability and capital

Relationship between
capital and lending

Reversal rate
scenario possible

No reversal
rate scenario

Positive Negative or nil

Negative

Positive or nil

13 For details on what is referred to as the “bank capital 
channel” of monetary policy, see Van den Heuvel (2007). 
See also Chami and Cosimano (2010) and Disyatat (2011); 
these papers do not directly make use of the term “bank 
capital channel” but still describe a monetary policy trans-
mission channel through which monetary policy measures 
are propagated via the profitability and capital endowment 
of the banking system.
14 See Claessens et al. (2018) and Klein (2020).
15 See Borio et al. (2017), Altavilla et al. (2018) and Claes-
sens et al. (2018).
16 See Claessens et al. (2018) and Klein (2020).
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oretical model of Brunnermeier and Koby 

(2019) (see the box on pp. 22 ff.).17

Furthermore, the negative impact exerted by a 

low interest rate level on the net interest mar-

gin increases the longer the level stays low.18 

One reason is that, over time, older, higher- 

interest loans gradually mature and are re-

placed by new loans at lower rates of interest. 

The other reason is that interest rates on cus-

tomer deposits do not fall to the same extent 

as lending rates. Experience during the period 

of low interest rates in the euro area shows 

that, in the aggregate, banks hardly ever apply 

negative interest rates to customer deposits: 

the volume- weighted interest rate aggregated 

across all customer deposits has settled at just 

over the zero mark in most euro area countries. 

This also reduces the income that banks gener-

ate on the funding side (liabilities- side margin 

contribution19). When interest rates are at a 

“normal” level, the interest on customer de-

posits averages out at lower than the interest 

rate on the interbank market, meaning that 

banks generate a profit through the liabilities- 

side margin contribution. However, this changes 

in a period of low interest rates: because the 

interest rate on customer deposits falls less 

sharply than interest rates in the interbank mar-

ket, the liabilities- side margin contribution 

shrinks or even turns negative.20 The longer the 

period of low interest rates lasts, the greater 

the contraction in both sources of revenue usu-

ally tapped in classical loan/ deposit business – 

the net interest margin and the liabilities- side 

margin contribution.

A negative effect of a low interest level on the 

net interest margin is a necessary, but not suffi-

cient, condition for monetary policy to have a 

negative impact on banks’ profitability and thus 

on their capital. This is because monetary pol-

icy has a positive impact on banks’ profitability 

through various channels, for example via 

macroeconomic developments. The more fa-

vourable these developments are, the lower 

the average default risk. Lower credit risk, in 

turn, drives down banks’ loan loss provision-

ing.21 Lower levels of loan loss provisioning re-

duce banks’ expenditure and therefore have a 

positive effect on their profitability.22 In add-

ition, favourable macroeconomic develop-

ments stimulate loan demand. This can enable 

banks to compensate for the decreasing net 

interest margin – at least in part – through a 

greater lending volume.

The low interest rate period seen in the euro 

area over the past decade tended to be charac-

terised by favourable economic developments. 

Monetary policy accommodation is likely to 

have played a part in this development. In add-

ition, one- off valuation gains on account of 

monetary policy easing improved banks’ profit-

ability. These positive effects of low interest 

rate policy on banks’ profitability must be 

weighed up against the negative effect on the 

net interest margin, as a reversal rate can only 

be achieved if the overall effect of monetary 

policy measures on banks’ profitability, and 

thus their capital, is negative.23

While the pressure on the net interest margin 

increases with the duration of the low interest 

rate phase, this is unlikely to apply to the posi-

tive effect on loan loss provisioning via eco-

Net interest 
margin  
decreases the 
longer the 
period of low 
interest rates 
lasts

Monetary policy 
affects banks’ 
profitability via 
various channels

Expansionary 
monetary policy 
also positively 
affects banks’ 
profitability 
through the 
positive impact 
on the economy

17 Similarly to Brunnermeier und Koby (2019), in the model 
of König und Schliephake (2021) a reduction in the interest 
margin as a result of monetary policy easing causes a rever-
sal rate to arise, too. In contrast to the model of Brunner-
meier and Koby (2019), however, it is not the binding ef-
fect of a regulatory capital requirement which provokes 
such a scenario; rather, in the model of König und 
Schliephake (2021), the pressure on profitability leads 
banks to increase risk- taking and this, taken by itself, leads 
to higher lending rates and a reduction in lending. If risk 
appetite increases to a sufficient degree, a reversal rate can 
be reached in this model context as well.
18 See Altavilla et al. (2018) and Claessens et al. (2018).
19 The liabilities- side margin contribution is the spread be-
tween a customer deposit and wholesale funding with the 
same maturity.
20 See Deutsche Bundesbank (2018).
21 Lower credit risk also reduces banks’ stock of risk- 
weighted assets. If the stock of risk- weighted assets de-
clines, the denominator of the risk- weighted capital ratio 
falls and thus, taken in isolation, drives up the ratio.
22 At the same time, however, the relationship postulated 
in the risk- taking channel could also occur, according to 
which low interest rates raise banks’ risk appetite, which is 
likely to push up their loan loss provisioning (see, inter alia, 
Borio and Zhu (2012)).
23 For information on the calculation of such a net effect 
for the euro area, see Boucinha and Burlon (2020).
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Theoretical concept of the reversal rate

The concept of the reversal rate was de-

veloped in a model- theoretical paper by 

Brunnermeier and Koby (2019). In this 

model, the stylised bank holds loans and 

debt securities on the assets side of its bal-

ance sheet. On the liabilities side are cus-

tomer deposits and equity capital. In the 

model, monetary policy is implemented by 

means of a single interest rate. The interest 

rate applied to debt securities always cor-

responds to this monetary policy rate, and 

is therefore a given from the bank’s per-

spective. The bank sets both its lending and 

deposit rates with a view to maximising its 

profi t. The volume of the bank’s lending de-

creases given a rising lending rate, while de-

posits increase when the deposit rate 

climbs.

The bank’s balance sheet structure must 

satisfy two conditions.

– First, the bank must hold debt securities 

in at least the amount of a predeter-

mined share of its customer deposits. 

This can be interpreted as a provision put 

in place to guarantee liquidity.1

– Second, the bank must hold equity cap-

ital in at least the amount of a predeter-

mined share of the loans that it grants. 

This condition refl ects a regulatory cap-

ital requirement.

If one of these conditions restricts the 

bank’s business policy, this condition be-

comes binding. This means that, in such an 

event, the bank must pursue a different 

business policy than it would in the absence 

of this binding condition. The amount of 

capital necessary to fulfi l the second condi-

tion comprises two components: exogen-

ous capital at the start of the period under 

review and the bank’s net interest income 

at the end of this period. The latter is 

equivalent to the difference between inter-

est income from lending and debt securities 

and interest expenditure on customer de-

posits. Net interest income thus results from 

investment activities decided upon by the 

bank during the period under review. This 

means that the bank’s relevant capital 

endow ment in this period is forward- 

looking, as it already includes income and 

expenditure stemming from investment ac-

tivities in this period.2

If the monetary policy rate declines, so too 

does the interest income the bank receives 

via debt securities. This reduces net interest 

income and therefore the bank’s capital 

endow ment.3 Provided that no binding ef-

fect results from the two aforementioned 

conditions, the bank reacts to a monetary 

policy rate cut by expanding its lending. 

This is because from the bank’s perspective, 

granting loans becomes more attractive 

relative to holding debt securities when the 

monetary policy rate –  and therefore the 

rate of interest on debt securities  – de-

creases. The monetary policy rate ultimately 

represents the interest rate of the bank’s 

only alternative investment instrument and 

thus depicts the opportunity costs of lend-

1 In reality, such provisions are more complex. In the 
European Union, for instance, the liquidity coverage 
requirement (LCR) and the net stable funding ratio 
(NSFR) are in force.
2 See also Repullo (2020).
3 In the model of Brunnermeier and Koby (2019), a 
monetary policy rate cut additionally results in valu-
ation gains, which in turn increase the bank’s capital 
endowment when taken in isolation. Theoretically, 
however, the volume of such gains could be assumed 
to be equal to zero without changing the underlying 
mechanism of the model. For more on this, see Re-
pullo (2020). This channel is therefore excluded from 
the presentation of the model in the remainder of this 
box.
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ing. The bank can expand its lending by 

lowering the lending rate. The interest rate 

on deposits is also lowered following a de-

cline in the monetary policy rate as a re-

sponse to decreased opportunities to gen-

erate interest income. Despite these adjust-

ment reactions, the bank in the model can-

not prevent its net interest income from 

contracting due to falling interest rates on 

debt securities and lending.

The sharper the decline in the monetary 

policy rate, the lower the bank’s net interest 

income and thus its equity capital, too. At 

the same time, the bank will want to lend 

at higher volumes the sharper the decline in 

the monetary policy rate turns out to be. 

However, this requires the bank to have the 

necessary capital at hand. If the monetary 

policy rate falls below a certain level, the 

bank is no longer able to expand its loan 

volume to the desired extent, as it is con-

strained by its capital endowment. From 

this point onwards, capital requirements 

become binding, and the volume of loans 

that the bank is able to grant is determined 

solely by its capital endowment. The mon-

etary policy rate at which this binding effect 

of capital requirements comes into play is 

the reversal rate. Below this interest rate, a 

further decline in the monetary policy rate 

results in a decreasing loan volume.

In Brunnermeier and Koby’s model, the ex-

istence of a reversal rate is ultimately due to 

the fact that a declining interest rate level 

results in banks’ income sinking faster than 

their expenditure. This asymmetry in the re-

actions of income and expenditure can also 

be seen in the empirical literature on the 

impact of the low interest rate environ-

ment,4 which often justifi es this observation 

by the fact that banks are hesitant to apply 

negative interest rates to customer de-

posits.5

In the model, however, the existence of this 

asymmetry is based on another assumption: 

namely that banks are required to invest in 

debt securities (assets side) but may not use 

them to fi nance themselves (liabilities side).6 

Debt securities are, in the model, the only 

bank asset for which the interest rate ap-

plied is directly determined from the mon-

etary policy rate. A monetary policy rate cut 

thus implies that interest income generated 

by a bank’s assets will decline. That being 

said, no corresponding decline in funding 

costs will occur, as these are directly deter-

mined only by the interest rate on customer 

deposits.

Repullo (2020) abandons this restrictive as-

sumption with regard to the bank’s funding 

structure. He analyses the consequences of 

the bank being granted the additional op-

tion of also fi nancing itself via debt secur-

ities within the context of Brunnermeier 

and Koby’s model. Overall, the existence of 

the reversal rate in the model is dependent 

on the bank’s net position in debt secur-

ities,7 as this net position dictates how a de-

cline in the monetary policy rate will affect 

the bank’s profi ts. If the bank fi nances itself 

via debt securities to a greater extent than it 

invests in them (net borrower in debt secur-

ities), a monetary policy rate cut in the 

model will decrease the bank’s interest ex-

penditure more signifi cantly than its interest 

income. Consequently, the monetary policy 

4 See, for instance, Busch and Memmel (2017), Claes-
sens et al. (2018) and Klein (2020).
5 See, for example, Busch and Memmel (2017) and 
Heider et al. (2019).
6 In their paper, Brunnermeier and Koby indicate that 
a lower bound on the deposit rate is not essential for 
the existence of a reversal rate in the context of their 
model. If there is such a bound, however, the reversal 
rate is higher the higher the bound is set.
7 Other investment and funding options such as the 
interbank market can be substituted for debt securities 
here. The deciding factor is that the rate of interest ap-
plied to the investment and funding options examined 
is directly determined by the monetary policy rate and 
is a given from the bank’s perspective.
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rate cut boosts the profi tability and there-

fore the capital endowment of a bank such 

as this. This is why there is no reversal rate 

for such a bank in the model. In this con-

nection, then, the key role of the net pos-

ition in debt securities is conditional on a 

number of assumptions in the model.8 In 

reality, these are unlikely to be fully met. 

Generally, it can therefore be assumed that 

alongside the net position in debt securities, 

other factors are key when it comes to de-

termining how a monetary policy rate cut 

will affect a bank’s profi ts and whether or 

not a reversal rate exists.

Another core assumption made in Brunner-

meier and Koby’s model is that the bank 

cannot increase its capital through the issu-

ance of equity instruments. In the model, 

the bank’s capital endowment, which is key 

to the fulfi lment of its capital requirements, 

is determined solely on the basis of an ex-

ogenously given initial capital endowment 

and the bank’s net interest income. Repullo 

demonstrates that a lack of opportunities to 

issue equity instruments is decisive for the 

existence of a reversal rate. He considers a 

model in which the bank not only issues 

debt securities but is also able to raise cap-

ital via the market. It may do the latter to 

any extent it desires, as long as it generates 

the return required by the equity investors 

(shareholders). This is assumed to corres-

pond to the monetary policy rate plus a 

constant mark- up.

In Repullo’s model, two variables determine 

the bank funding costs that are instrumen-

tal to lending: namely the return required 

by shareholders and the interest rate on the 

debt securities issued by the bank. If the 

monetary policy rate declines, both the 

interest rate on debt securities and the re-

turn required by shareholders fall, too. In 

response to declining funding costs, the 

bank lowers its lending rates and expands 

its lending. In Repullo’s model, then, as 

long as the bank generates the return re-

quired by shareholders, a decrease in the 

monetary policy rate always results in an ex-

pansion of lending. A scenario matching 

that of Brunnermeier and Koby’s model, in 

which a decline in the monetary policy rate 

can entail a decrease in banks’ lending, is 

therefore precluded in Repullo’s model.

In the event that the bank cannot generate 

the return required by the shareholders, 

however, it must exit the market in Repul-

lo’s model. The prerequisites for this are the 

monetary policy rate being lowered to a 

negative level, banks being unable to de-

crease their deposit rate to under zero and, 

at the same time, not being able to reject 

depositors. In such a setting, losses from 

deposit- taking may rise to the extent that it 

becomes impossible for the bank to obtain 

suffi  ciently high profi ts from lending to gen-

erate the returns required by the sharehold-

ers. In Repullo’s model too, therefore, a 

monetary policy rate cut below a certain 

level could, in principle, have a contraction-

ary rather than an expansionary effect on 

lending. However, the consequences of 

such an adverse scenario are very serious in 

this model: no more lending will take place 

at all as the bank has closed down.9

8 Here, the assumption that the volume of loans and 
deposits only depends on the lending rate or the de-
posit rate respectively, in particular, seems to be key. 
On the basis of this assumption, a bank that is a net 
borrower in debt securities can always improve its 
profi tability in the event of a monetary policy rate cut. 
If it leaves its balance sheet structure unchanged, inter-
est income and interest expenditure from lending and 
deposit business will remain the same. However, inter-
est expenditure for debt securities issued declines 
more sharply than interest income on debt securities 
held. As a result, the bank’s net interest income in-
creases overall. If, by contrast, borrowers and deposit-
ors also react to a monetary policy rate cut when the 
interest rates on lending and deposits remain un-
changed, the bank’s profi tability could deteriorate 
even if it is a net borrower in debt securities.
9 The bank under review in Repullo’s model is a mon-
opolist in a local market.
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nomic developments. In addition, the valuation 

gains incurred with each interest rate cut only 

have a one- off positive effect on profitability. 

Therefore, the likelihood of a negative overall 

effect of monetary policy on banks’ profitabil-

ity, and thus on their capital base, increases 

with the duration of the low interest rate 

phase.

Significance of capital for 
lending 

A bank’s capital ratio can influence its lending 

and the lending rates it charges.24 Two key 

channels can be distinguished here.

– The first channel operates via the bank’s 

total funding costs (hereinafter referred to 

as the “funding costs channel”).

– The second channel focuses on the binding 

force of regulatory capital requirements 

(hereinafter referred to as the “capital re-

quirement channel”).25

Funding costs channel

The funding costs channel is derived from the 

influence of the capital ratio on the total fund-

ing costs26 of a bank.

– A higher capital ratio reduces the risk of a 

bank failing, meaning that the costs per unit 

of equity and debt decrease. As a result, 

Likelihood of a 
negative overall 
effect of monet-
ary policy 
increases the 
longer the 
period of low 
interest rates 
lasts

Two channels 
are key to the 
relationship 
between the 
capital ratio 
and lending

A bank’s capital 
ratio influences 
its funding costs

This result is attributable to the fact that the 

bank in Repullo’s model fi rst has to raise the 

entirety of its equity capital for the period 

under review. Alternatively, it can be as-

sumed, as in the model of Brunnermeier 

and Koby, that the bank has a starting 

amount of capital carried over from the pre-

vious period at the beginning of the period 

under review. In this scenario, the bank 

would receive no new equity capital from 

its investors if it was unable to fulfi l their re-

quirements with regard to returns on their 

investment. The bank could, however, use 

equity capital from its initial capital endow-

ment for lending purposes, meaning that it 

would not have to exit the market. A rever-

sal rate scenario similar to that seen in the 

model of Brunnermeier and Koby would 

then be conceivable in principle: if the bank 

does not receive any new equity capital, it 

may potentially conduct less lending busi-

ness following an interest rate cut than 

would otherwise have been the case. For if 

the monetary policy rate were higher, the 

loss incurred from deposit- taking would be 

lower. This could then make it possible for 

the bank to generate the return required by 

the shareholders, to obtain new equity cap-

ital and therefore to grant more loans than 

in the lower monetary policy rate scenario. 

If the loss entailed by deposit- taking activ-

ities was so high that the bank also re-

corded a loss overall, this would, in add-

ition, exhaust the available capital over 

time. The bank would then have to succes-

sively scale back its lending even more over 

the following periods relative to a higher 

monetary policy rate scenario.

24 The capital ratio is the ratio between the level of a 
bank’s capital and the total assets or risk- weighted assets. 
Hereinafter the term “capital ratio” encompasses both pos-
sible definitions. By contrast, we will omit below the fact 
that different types of capital ratio exist, each differing in 
terms of which instruments are counted as capital in the 
numerator.
25 The regulatory capital requirement sets the size of the 
minimum capital ratio. The difference between the capital 
ratio and the regulatory capital requirement is the excess 
capital buffer.
26 Here and in the remainder of this article, the term “total 
funding costs” always refers to the ratio between total 
funding costs in absolute terms and total assets.
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taken in isolation, the bank’s total funding 

costs fall.

– A higher capital ratio also leads to a shift in 

the funding mix from debt to equity.27 Given 

that equity is normally associated with 

higher costs for a bank than debt –  since 

equity is riskier for investors than debt – this 

results in higher total funding costs for a 

bank when viewed in isolation.28

Which of the two relationships mentioned 

above is dominant –  and thus determines 

whether the overall relationship between the 

capital ratio and the total funding costs is posi-

tive or negative – depends on the size of the 

capital ratio (see the chart above). If the capital 

ratio is low, a bank’s risk of default is likely to rise 

more strongly as a result of a given drop in the 

capital ratio than in the case of a high ratio. 

Consequently, the costs per unit of equity and 

debt probably also increase more sharply in such 

a scenario, meaning that the relationship be-

tween the capital ratio and total funding costs is 

not linear. Arnould et al. (2020) do in fact find 

evidence of such non- linearity in the euro area.

Empirical studies mostly conclude that a lower 

capital ratio reduces total funding costs (this 

corresponds to the upper branch in the chart 

above).29 However, they typically disregard ef-

fects that the capital ratio has on the costs per 

unit of debt as well as the non- linearity men-

tioned above. Therefore, their informative value 

for banks with low capital ratios is possibly only 

limited. For other banks, these empirical find-

ings mean that their total funding costs de-

crease if their capital ratio falls.

Since banks typically pass a change in their 

total funding costs through to borrowers, a 

falling lending rate tends to be expected if the 

capital ratio declines.30 On account of the non- 

linearity mentioned above, however, the direc-

tion of this relationship could change if the 

capital ratio is sufficiently low.

Relationship 
between capital 
ratio and fund-
ing costs likely 
to be non- linear

Empirical studies 
indicate positive 
relationship 
between capital 
ratio and fund-
ing costs

Positive relation-
ship between 
capital ratio and 
lending rate if 
banks pass 
changes in 
funding  costs 
through to 
borrowers 

Significance of capital for lending: the funding costs channel

1 Ratio of capital to total assets. 2 Only a weak increase.
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27 This only applies to a capital ratio based on risk- 
weighted assets if the capital ratio based on total assets in-
creases at the same time. This is the case if capital increases 
and/ or total assets decrease.
28 The higher risk involved for equity providers stems from 
the fact that losses initially cause a reduction in capital. 
Debt is only affected once equity is exhausted. Moreover, 
equity funding is also more expensive for banks because, 
unlike debt funding costs, they cannot be deducted from 
taxable profits.
29 For more information on this topic, see, for example, 
Miles et al. (2012). See Birn et al. (2020) for an overview of 
the literature. According to this literature overview, empir-
ical studies typically find that the decline in the costs per 
unit of equity only offsets up to around 50% of the in-
crease in funding costs resulting from a rise in the share of 
equity in the funding mix.
30 For instance, Illes et al. (2015) find that banks in the 
euro area pass a large part of a change in their funding 
costs through to their customers by adjusting their lending 
rates. However, the funding costs observed here do not in-
clude capital costs.
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Capital requirement channel

The capital requirement channel stems from 

the binding force of a regulatory capital re-

quirement. Such a binding force exists if a bank 

lends less than it would in the absence of this 

requirement. If a bank’s new loans exceed 

those that are repaid or default, its credit vol-

ume grows and thus the denominator of its 

capital ratio. Therefore, ceteris paribus, the 

capital ratio falls if lending increases. If a bank’s 

excess capital buffer is low, it potentially has to 

cut back on its lending to avoid its capital ratio 

falling. In this context, banks do not wait until 

they would otherwise violate regulatory capital 

requirements to constrain their lending. In-

stead, it seems plausible that they strive for a 

target capital ratio above the regulatory capital 

requirement.31 They could therefore already 

constrain their lending at the point where their 

capital ratio would otherwise fall below their 

target capital ratio. A target capital ratio pro-

vides a bank with a certain degree of flexibility: 

first, it creates scope for a potential expansion 

of lending in future. Second, a bank can thus 

hedge against unexpected events, meaning 

that losses do not immediately cause it to 

undershoot regulatory capital requirements.

The capital requirement channel is based on 

the assumption that banks are unable to issue 

equity instruments to stabilise their excess cap-

ital buffer. This is likely to be the case for many 

unlisted banks.32 Yet, even for listed banks this 

way of raising capital is probably not always 

possible without any constraints (see also the 

box on pp. 22 ff.). It therefore also cannot be 

ruled out that these banks will cut back on 

their lending if their excess capital buffer is too 

low.

Therefore, as a general rule: the lower a bank’s 

excess capital buffer, the higher the likelihood 

that the regulatory capital requirement exerts a 

binding force on its lending.33 A bank is likely 

to curtail its lending if its excess capital buffer 

falls below the target capital ratio.34 The greater 

the extent to which the excess capital buffer 

undershoots the target level, the greater the re-

strictions on lending are likely to be. This results 

in a positive relationship between a bank’s ex-

cess capital buffer and its lending below a cer-

Binding force 
of regulatory 
capital require-
ments leads to 
constraints  
in lending

Capital require-
ment channel 
is conditional 
upon banks not 
issuing equity 
instruments to 
counter a low 
excess capital 
buffer

Capital require-
ment channel 
tends to suggest 
a positive 
relationship  
between the 
excess capital 
buffer and 
lending , …

Significance of capital for lending: the capital requirement channel

1 Ratio of capital to total assets or to risk-weighted assets.  Indicates that the variable does not respond to a change in the capital ratio.
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31 See, inter alia, Berger et al. (2008), Deutsche Bundes-
bank (2018) and Couaillier (2021).
32 In Germany, unlisted banks – such as cooperative banks 
and savings banks – make up a significant part of the bank-
ing sector.
33 See Imbierowicz et al. (2020); Bank for International 
Settlements (2021), pp. 31-33; Berrospide et al. (2021); and 
European Central Bank (2021), pp. 106-114.
34 Here and in the rest of this article, it is implicitly as-
sumed that curtailment (expansion) of a bank’s supply of 
credit is associated with a curtailment (expansion) of its 
lending.
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tain excess capital buffer level. For a given 

regulatory capital requirement, this implies, at 

the same time, that a falling capital ratio is as-

sociated with a decline in lending below a cer-

tain level of the excess capital buffer (see the 

lower branch in the chart on p. 27). By con-

trast, if the excess capital buffer is sufficiently 

high, lending does not respond to a change in 

the capital ratio according to this channel (see 

the upper branch in the chart on p. 27).

Since credit demand typically falls as the lend-

ing rate rises, a bank can cut back its lending 

by raising the lending rate. Consequently, a 

negative relationship between a bank’s excess 

capital buffer and the lending rate can be de-

rived from the above considerations if this buf-

fer drops below a certain level. For a given 

regulatory capital requirement, a negative rela-

tionship consequently also exists between a 

bank’s capital ratio and the lending rate if the 

capital ratio falls below a certain level.

The relationships outlined initially only apply to 

the capital requirement channel presented in 

this section. The overall relationship between a 

bank’s capital ratio and its lending hinges on 

the interaction between the funding costs 

channel and the capital requirement channel. 

The overall impact of both channels will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

Joint examination of both channels

The funding costs and capital requirement 

channels imply opposite signs for the relation-

ship between the capital ratio and lending.

– The funding costs channel tends to give rise 

to a negative relationship between the cap-

ital ratio and lending, which is most likely to 

become apparent if the capital ratio is high.

– By contrast, the capital requirement channel 

gives rise to a positive relationship between 

the excess capital buffer and lending if the 

excess capital buffer is low. For a given regu-

latory capital requirement, this also results in 

a positive relationship between a bank’s 

capital ratio and its lending.

All in all, the relationship between the capital 

ratio and lending – and thus also the relation-

ship between the capital ratio and the lending 

rate – therefore depends on the size of the ex-

cess capital buffer. If the excess capital buffer is 

sufficiently low, a decline in capital leads to a 

reduction in lending and to a rise in the lending 

rate. This is also suggested by the results of an 

empirical study conducted by the Bundesbank 

(see the box on pp.  29 ff.) For banks in Ger-

many, these results indicate that a decline in 

the capital ratio tends to be associated with an 

increase in the lending rate on loans to non- 

financial corporations if banks’ excess capital 

buffer is low. This relationship is reversed in the 

case of large excess capital buffers. The results 

of the study also suggest that the non- linear 

relation ship has strengthened during the 

coronavirus pandemic, with a decline in the 

capital ratio during the pandemic resulting in a 

stronger rise in the lending rate for banks with 

a low excess capital buffer than prior to the 

pandemic. A decline in the capital ratio caused 

the lending rate for banks with a high excess 

capital buffer to fall more sharply than before 

the onset of the pandemic. A simple aggregate 

analysis does not provide any evidence to sug-

gest that an increase in lending rates due to a 

decline in the capital ratios is currently likely in 

the German banking system. This is because 

banks’ excess capital buffers are too high on 

average for a negative relationship to be ex-

pected. Thus, the empirical study shows no in-

dication that German banks currently meet the 

second necessary condition for reaching a re-

versal rate.

Time variability of the 
reversal rate

Thus far, the article has identified two neces-

sary conditions for a reversal rate to material-

ise.

… and therefore 
a negative 
relationship  
between the 
excess capital 
buffer and 
lending  rate

Both channels 
with reversed 
signs

Overall, both 
channels 
suggest  a non- 
linear relation-
ship between 
the capital ratio 
and lending

Reversal 
rate time- 
varying and 
unobservable 
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The relationship between banks’ capital and lending rates: 
econometric analysis based on AnaCredit credit data 
statistics 

This box presents an analysis of the relation-

ship between the capital ratios of banks in 

Germany and the lending rates they charge. 

The principal focus here is on whether this 

relationship exhibits non- linearities. The an-

alysis is conducted at the individual loan 

level for the period from July 2019 to Octo-

ber 2021. AnaCredit credit data statistics, 

prudential reporting data and credit institu-

tions’ balance sheet statistics data serve as 

the data basis. The analysis focuses on 

interest rates on new loans to non- fi nancial 

corporations.1 The estimation sample com-

prises around 430,000 observations, of 

which approximately 150,000 are from 

2019, 180,000 are from 2020 and roughly 

100,000 are from 2021. Data from Ana-

Credit and the balance sheet statistics are 

available at the monthly level, the pruden-

tial data at the quarterly level.

To determine the empirical relationship, the 

interest rate on a loan is regressed on differ-

ent loan and bank- side variables. The analy-

sis takes place at the individual loan level 

and all loans are equally weighted in the 

estimation.2 Fixed effects are included to 

control for borrower- side and macroeco-

nomic infl uences on the lending rates. For-

mally, the estimation can be described by 

the following equation:

Ri,b,f,m = β1 ⇤ EKb,q−1 + β2 ⇤ EK2
b,q−1

+ β3 ⇤ Regb,q + β4 ⇤ Reg2b,q
+ β5 ⇤ EKb,q−1 ⇤ Regb,q
+ 0

6 ⇤ bb,q−1 + 0
7 ⇤ ki,b,f,m

+ 0
8 ⇤ Covidm ⇤ ki,b,f,m + λf,q

+ δm + "i,b,f,m

Ri,b,f,m is the interest rate on the loan i, 
which was newly granted in month m by 

bank b to an enterprise from group f (see 

below for a defi nition of this group). EKb,q–1 

is the capital ratio –  lagged by one quar-

ter  – of bank b.3 As outlined in the main 

text, it is to be expected that the relation-

ship between the capital ratio and the lend-

ing rate is non- linear. To take this into ac-

count, the squared capital ratio EK2
b,q–1 

from the previous quarter q–1 is incorpor-

ated into the estimation. As a bank’s excess 

capital buffer is likely to be paramount for 

the binding effect of regulatory capital re-

quirements (see the main text), the regula-

tory capital requirement of the respective 

bank Regb,q from the current quarter q is 

also incorporated into the estimation (the 

original and squared value, respectively).4 In 

this way, the regulatory capital requirement 

is kept constant, which means that a rise 

(fall) in the capital ratio in the estimation 

model increases (reduces) the excess capital 

1 The focus is on this loan category as lending to non- 
fi nancial corporations, in particular, plays a key role 
from a monetary policy perspective.
2 Loans to enterprises from the sub- sector “Wholesale 
and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and 
motorcycles” make up by far the largest share of new 
loans to non- fi nancial corporations in terms of the 
number of loans granted. The results of the estima-
tions presented here are therefore very sensitive to the 
(non-)inclusion of these loans in the estimation sam-
ple. The share of these loans in the underlying credit 
volume is, however, signifi cantly smaller than their 
share in the number of loans granted. To prevent loans 
to this sector from having a decisive infl uence on the 
estimation results, they were removed from the esti-
mation sample.
3 The capital ratio is calculated as the ratio of a bank’s 
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital to its risk- 
weighted assets.
4 The term “regulatory capital requirement” here and 
below refers to the ratio of required CET1 capital to 
the bank’s risk- weighted assets. The capital require-
ment used here includes (binding) capital add- ons 
under the Pillar 2 requirement and required buffers, 
but not (non- binding) capital add- ons under the Pillar 
2 guidance. As (binding) capital add- ons and some of 
the buffer requirements are bank- specifi c, the require-
ment varies across the banks in the sample.
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buffer by the same amount, ceteris paribus. 

In addition, the inclusion of the interaction 

term EKb,q–1 * Regb,q takes account of the 

fact that the marginal effect of the capital 

ratio on the lending rate might depend on 

the size of the regulatory capital require-

ment. The vector bb,q–1 comprises other 

bank- side variables: the share of non- 

performing loans in total loans, the share of 

excess liquidity5 in total assets as well as the 

size of the respective bank’s total assets.6 

The vector ki,b,f,m consists of the loan- side 

variables, including the volume, collateral, 

purpose7 and maturity of the respective 

loan. The dummy variable Covidm takes the 

value of 1 after the outbreak of the corona-

virus pandemic in March 2020, and the 

value of 0 beforehand. On account of the 

interaction between the vector ki,b,f,m and 

the dummy variable Covidm , the effects of 

the loan- side variables can vary before and 

after the onset of the coronavirus pan-

demic. Fixed effects are included to control 

for enterprise- side factors: for every quarter, 

a fi xed effect λf,q is incorporated for each 

group f of enterprises in the same sector 

that are of a similar size and from the same 

region.8 The time- fi xed effects at the 

monthly level δm collectively capture the in-

fl uence on lending rates of all variables that 

vary over time but not across banks, fi rms 

and loans. This replaces the inclusion of a 

series of possibly relevant macroeconomic 

variables such as capital market yields, mon-

etary policy rates or infl ation rates. The vari-

able εi,b,f,m is an error term. When calculat-

ing the standard errors of the estimators, 

the error terms are clustered at the quar-

terly bank level.

The results of the analysis indicate that the 

effect a bank’s capital ratio has on the lend-

ing rates it charges is indeed non- linear. The 

adjacent chart shows that a decline in the 

capital ratio tends to be accompanied by an 

increase in the lending rate if the level of 

the bank’s excess capital buffer is low. How-

ever, this effect is not signifi cantly different 

from zero. By contrast, if the level of the ex-

cess capital buffer is suffi  ciently high, then a 

decline in the capital ratio leads to a de-

crease in the lending rate.9

In a further estimation, the estimation 

period was limited to the period after the 

5 In this context, only excess liquidity that exceeds the 
exemption allowance is taken into account.
6 Some of the variables in the vector bb,q–1 are available 
at a monthly frequency; these are lagged by three 
months.
7 Possible forms of the variable “purpose” are, for ex-
ample, construction investment or the fi nancing of 
working capital.
8 See Degryse et al. (2019). The results presented 
below are largely robust if, alternatively, for each quar-
ter one fi xed effect per enterprise is incorporated into 
the estimation.
9 Owing to the effect of the interaction between the 
capital ratio and regulatory capital requirement con-
tained in the estimation, the straight line shown in the 
chart shifts if the requirement is fi xed at a different 
level.

Effect of a reduction in the capital ratio 

on the lending rate *

* Reduction in the capital ratio of 1 percentage point depend-
ing on the size of the excess capital buffer. A constant regulat-
ory capital  requirement (ratio of required CET1 capital  to risk-
weighted assets) equal to the sample median is assumed. 1 In-
terest rate on new loans to non-financial corporations.
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outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic.10 

The results suggest that the relationship be-

tween the capital ratio and lending rates 

has intensifi ed with the pandemic. For both 

small and large excess capital buffers, there 

is a stronger effect in terms of absolute 

value than in the estimation for the entire 

period. The effect is also signifi cantly differ-

ent from zero for small excess capital buf-

fers.

The results indicate that banks with small 

excess capital buffers may strive to stabilise 

their capital ratios and thus their excess 

capital buffers. They seem to respond to a 

decline in their capital ratios by increasing 

lending rates in order to slow their lending. 

This suggests that the regulatory capital re-

quirement has a binding effect on banks 

with small excess capital buffers: affected 

banks seek to avoid a further decline in 

their excess capital buffers in order to re-

duce the risk of breaching the regulatory 

capital requirement. To that end, they ad-

just their lending policies to developments 

in their capital ratios. By contrast, for banks 

with large excess capital buffers, the bind-

ing effect of the regulatory capital require-

ment is likely to play a less signifi cant role. 

According to the chart, these banks re-

spond to a decline in their capital ratios by 

reducing lending rates. This is likely to re-

fl ect the positive relationship between fund-

ing costs and the capital ratio: a lower cap-

ital ratio tends to be accompanied by lower 

total funding costs (see the main text). The 

banks then pass on the lower funding costs 

to their customers in the form of lower 

lending rates.

This interpretation of the results is also con-

sistent with the fact that the relationship 

between capital and lending rates intensi-

fi ed after the coronavirus pandemic began. 

First, banks’ capital costs probably rose dur-

ing the pandemic.11 Therefore, the positive 

relationship between capital ratios and 

funding costs is likely to have intensifi ed. 

Second, the heightened uncertainty trig-

gered by the pandemic probably led banks 

with small excess capital buffers to respond 

more sensitively to a change in their capital 

ratios. If their capital ratios fall, these banks 

therefore seem to increase their lending 

rates more sharply than before the pan-

demic, despite the higher capital costs.

Based on the estimation results, the effect 

of the capital ratio on lending rates can be 

calculated for each bank.12 The weighted 

average effect across all banks can then be 

calculated. The respective level of the out-

standing volume of loans supplied to non- 

fi nancial corporations acts as a weight. This 

means that those banks that play a bigger 

role in this loan segment are given a greater 

weight in the average. It turns out that the 

weighted average effect of a reduction in 

the capital ratio on lending rates is slightly 

negative. There is therefore no direct indica-

tion that a decline in German banks’ capital 

ratios might currently prompt an increase in 

lending rates on loans to non- fi nancial cor-

porations on aggregate.

One caveat to be noted is that the analysis 

presented here is based on the assumption 

that a bank’s capital ratio in the preceding 

quarter is exogenous. This implies that the 

bank gears its lending rates to this given 

10 The dummy variable Covidm and the interaction 
terms formed with it are then eliminated from the esti-
mation as the dummy variable, by necessity, takes the 
value 1 for all observations.
11 See Altavilla et al. (2021).
12 As described above, the squared capital ratio is 
used in the estimation. Furthermore, it is interacted 
with the regulatory capital requirement. For this rea-
son, the effect of the capital ratio depends on the level 
of the capital ratio itself and the level of the regulatory 
requirement. As these variables differ from bank to 
bank, this results in an individual effect of the capital 
ratio for each bank. The bank- specifi c values for these 
variables from the third quarter of 2021 were used in 
the calculation.
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– Expansionary monetary policy weighs on 

banks’ profitability and thus their capital 

endow ment and …

– …  the erosion of the capital endowment 

causes banks to reduce their lending.

The level of the reversal rate is neither directly 

observable nor fixed; it is time- varying and de-

pends, in particular, on the size of the excess 

capital buffer. The smaller the excess capital 

buffer, the more likely it is that a reduced cap-

ital endowment will have a dampening effect 

on lending. The reversal rate thus materialises 

earlier when banks have a smaller excess cap-

ital buffer than when it is large. In other words, 

as the excess capital buffer falls, the reversal 

rate rises. Consequently, all factors that change 

the excess capital buffer also change the level 

of the reversal rate. These factors include not 

only the duration of the low interest rate period 

but also, for example, changed capital require-

ments and the business cycle.

In a cyclical downturn, credit risk typically in-

creases. If this heightened risk translates into 

higher risk weights, this triggers a rise in risk- 

weighted assets.35 Ceteris paribus, this reduces 

banks’ capital ratio and thus also their excess 

capital buffer. Tighter regulatory capital re-

quirements likewise lower the excess capital 

buffer, all other things being equal. In addition, 

the net interest margin decreases the longer 

the low interest rate period lasts.36 Taken in 

isolation, the resulting downward pressure on 

bank profitability is likely to raise the reversal 

rate over time.

However, margin compression can also have an 

expansionary effect on lending as long as the 

reversal rate has not yet materialised. This is in-

dicated by the results of the euro area Bank 

Reversal rate 
rises with falling 
excess capital 
buffer, among 
other factors

BLS results do 
not indicate that 
reversal rate has 
materialised in 
the euro area

capital ratio. In reality, however, the direc-

tion of impact might also be the reverse: a 

bank that wants to expand its lending 

might already increase its ratio beforehand 

by raising new capital in the market, for ex-

ample. If so, lending possibilities today 

would be a determinant of the develop-

ment of the capital ratio in the past. This 

would contradict the assumption that the 

capital ratio of the previous quarter is ex-

ogenous. Consequently, the actual effect of 

the capital ratio on lending rates might be 

systematically higher or lower than the ef-

fect identifi ed here. It should also be borne 

in mind that the analysis outlined in this box 

does not capture any spillover effects be-

tween banks. Such spillover effects could 

mean that, on aggregate, a change in the 

capital ratios has a different effect than the 

results presented here suggest.

35 Furthermore, credit defaults place a direct strain on cap-
ital and thus, ceteris paribus, reduce the excess capital buf-
fer.
36 See Altavilla et al. (2018), Borio et al. (2017), Claessens 
et al. (2018) and Klein (2020).
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Lending Survey (BLS) (see the adjacent chart). 

The participating banks responded to the 

downward pressure on their profitability from 

the negative deposit facility rate by expanding 

their lending, probably in an attempt to com-

pensate for margin compression. The BLS re-

sults suggest that, despite the downward pres-

sure on their margins, the participating euro 

area banks had sufficient scope in their capital 

endowment to expand their lending. The BLS 

thus gives no indication that a reversal rate has 

already materialised in the euro area.37

The outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic led 

to concerns that pandemic mitigation meas-

ures would trigger a sharp increase in credit de-

faults in the hardest hit sectors. Banks would 

then have needed to increase their loan loss 

provisioning, resulting in downward pressure 

on their profitability and thus their capital en-

dowment. This deterioration in banks’ capital 

endowment would, ceteris paribus, have in-

creased the likelihood of a reversal rate scen-

ario in the euro area as it would have reduced 

the excess capital buffer in the banking system 

given the existing regulatory capital require-

ments. No such scenario materialised, how-

ever, partly because the regulatory capital re-

quirements were temporarily loosened and fis-

cal policy support measures alleviated the im-

pact of the pandemic.38 In addition, supervisors 

asked banks to temporarily refrain from or limit 

dividends.39 In reality, euro area banks’ capital 

ratios have actually risen since the outbreak of 

the pandemic.40 Excess capital buffers have 

also tended to increase in the quarters since 

the pandemic began.41 To date, developments 

in the capital endowment do not indicate, in 

and of themselves, that a reversal rate scenario 

in the euro area has become more likely during 

the pandemic.

Implications for 
monetary policy

The indicators addressed in this article suggest 

that a reversal rate for the aggregated banking 

system has not yet materialised either in Ger-

many or the euro area. The econometric analy-

sis presented here does not give any indication 

that the German banking system is currently 

likely to experience lending constraints due to a 

decline in capital ratios. For the euro area, the 

BLS results show that, so far, banks have re-

sponded to the downward pressure on their 

margins due to the negative deposit facility rate 

by expanding their lending, not by restricting it. 

Furthermore, the capital endowment of euro 

area banks has improved since the outbreak of 

the coronavirus pandemic, which, ceteris pari-

bus, has made a reversal rate scenario less 

likely.

Taken in isol-
ation, capital 
endowment 
developments 
during the pan-
demic have not 
increased the 
likelihood of a 
reversal rate 
scenario in the 
euro area

Indicators sug-
gest that the 
reversal rate has 
not materialised 
so far in the 
euro area as 
a whole

Impact of the negative deposit facility 

rate*

* According to the Bank Lending Survey. 1 Difference between 
the sum of responses “Contributed considerably/somewhat to 
an increase” and the sum of responses “Contributed consider-
ably/somewhat to a decrease.” 2 Average for the loan categor-
ies “Loans to enterprises,” “Loans to households for house pur-
chase”  and  “Consumer  credit  and  other  lending  to  house-
holds.”
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37 This assessment is consistent with the results of Ros-
tagno et al. (2019) and Darracq Pariès et al. (2020).
38 See Deutsche Bundesbank (2020b).
39 See European Central Bank (2020) and Federal Financial 
Supervisory Authority (2020).
40 See European Central Bank (2021), p. 74.
41 See European Central Bank (2021), pp. 106-114.
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The reversal rate probably has not yet material-

ised in the euro area. However, it is impossible 

to tell how far the banking system is from the 

reversal rate at present because its level at the 

current end cannot be determined precisely 

enough. The level of the reversal rate changes 

all the time because the macroeconomic and/ 

or regulatory environment also change. As a re-

sult, the analyses and indicators presented in 

this article do not allow the reversal rate to be 

quantified at the current end.

Nonetheless, the article illustrates which met-

rics can be helpful in assessing the potential 

risk of hitting the reversal rate at the current 

end. One key metric is banks’ excess capital 

buffer: its size is a crucial factor in banks’ lend-

ing and thus also in the probability of a monet-

ary policy measure triggering a reversal rate 

scenario. The concept of the reversal rate is 

therefore useful in monetary policy discussions 

as it shows which mechanisms can potentially 

lessen the impact of monetary policy in a 

period of low interest rates. It thus provides 

valuable insights into the indicators and factors 

that warrant closer attention from monetary 

policymakers in a low interest rate environ-

ment.

Reversal rate 
cannot be quan-
tified for the 
current end …

… but concept 
still useful in 
monetary policy 
discussions
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